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Figure 10.11: Multivariate correspondence analysis (MCA) results shown
on individual basis and grouped by each of the 17 resistance or virulence
associated genes or groups of genes (RND-efflux) acting as active variables.
Presence/absence of a gene denoted in blue and red respectively.
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Summary

This thesis employs a variety of tools to generate and evaluate an innov-
ative tuberculosis (TB) vaccine candidate, to help improve the diagnostic
algorithm for multidrug-resistant (MDR-)TB, and to elucidate the global
population structure of the opportunistic pathogen S. maltophilia that can
colonise and infect the immunocompromised or hospitalised patient. In
the following section the research findings of this work are summarised
and discussed.

Part I: Vaccines

Mycobacterium tuberculosis uses sophisticated secretion systems, named
6 kDa early secretory antigenic target (ESAT6) protein family secretion (ESX)
systems, also known as type VII secretion systems, to export a set of ef-
fector proteins that help the pathogen to resist or evade the host immune
response. Since the discovery of the esx loci during the M. tuberculosis
H37Rv genome project, structural biology, cell biology and evolutionary
analyses have advanced our knowledge of the function of these systems.
After a general introduction to this thesis in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 high-
lights the intriguing roles that these studies have revealed for ESX systems
in bacterial survival and pathogenicity during infection with M. tubercu-
losis. Furthermore, the diversity of ESX systems that has been described
among mycobacteria and selected non-mycobacterial species is discussed.
Special focus is dedicated to how ESX biology can be leveraged to generate
improved vaccines or drugs to treat TB.

Recent insights into the mechanisms by which M. tuberculosis is recog-
nised by cytosolic nucleotide sensors have opened new avenues for ra-
tional vaccine design. A feature of BCG, the only licensed TB vaccine, is
the partial deletion of the ESX-1 secretion system, which governs phago-
somal rupture and cytosolic pattern recognition. These key intracellular
phenotypes are linked to increased immune signalling. In Chapter 3, we
hypothesised that an ESX-competent BCG vaccine strain may provide en-
hanced efficacy against TB infection. To this end, we heterologously ex-
pressed the esx-1 region of Mycobacterium marinum in BCG. This yielded
a low-virulence, ESX-1-proficient, recombinant BCG (BCG::ESX-1 Mmar)
that induces the cGas/STING/TBK1/IRF-3/type I interferon axis and en-
hances AIM2 and NLRP3 inflammasome activity. Ultimately, this resulted
in both higher proportions of CD8+ T cell effectors against mycobacterial
antigens shared with BCG and poly-functional CD4+ Th1 cells specific to
ESX-1 antigens. Importantly, independent mouse vaccination experiments
show that BCG::ESX-1 Mmar confers superior protection relative to par-
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ental BCG against challenges with virulent Beijing genotype M. tuberculosis
strains.

Of several proposed modalities, TB vaccines administered in therapeutic
manner represent a promising alternative to prophylactic vaccination, des-
pite their controversial history due to the occurrence of exacerbated im-
mune responses. A modified concept of immunotherapy is required to jus-
tify further exploration. To follow this concept, we systematically reviewed
the most advanced therapeutic vaccines for TB, as presented in Chapter 4
. We address the rationale of immunotherapeutic vaccination combined
with optimised pharmacotherapy in active TB. We summarise preclinical
and patient data regarding the five most advanced therapeutic vaccines
currently in the pipeline. Of the five therapeutic vaccine candidates that
have been tested in animal models and in humans during active or latent
TB, the quality of the published clinical trials of two of these vaccines, M.
vaccae and RUTI R© vaccine, justify further studies in patients with active TB.
This systematic review highlights the necessity further clinical evaluation
eventually including head-to-head comparative studies. Chapter 5 holds a
clinical trial protocol for one of these advanced therapeutic vaccine candid-
ates, RUTI R©. By closely defining how optimised pharmacotherapy is as-
sessed to reduce the risk of an exacerbated immune response, we propose
a phase II trial in MDR-TB patients to evaluate the safety of therapeutic
vaccination after four (Cohort A) or three (Cohort B) months of treatment.
While approval was granted by the authorities in The Netherlands in 2017,
ethical clearance in the partner country is underway to soon begin recruit-
ment.

Part II: Drug-resistance

The second part of this thesis is centred around drug-resistance. The
implementation of next generation sequencing techniques in TB research
has enabled timely, cost-effective, and comprehensive insights into the ge-
netic repertoire of M. tuberculosis. The increasing ability to link sequence
data to resistance phenotypes invokes the concept of precision treatment
for TB, where therapy is targeted precisely to susceptibility of the patho-
gen. Chapter 6 provides a snapshot of how pathogen genome-based treat-
ment design is currently feasible in resource-rich TB treatment facilities.
For example, the potential of sequence data to infer detailed epidemiolo-
gical insights based on genomic distance of the M. tuberculosis strains un-
der investigation, e.g. for tracing outbreaks and how this can accelerate dia-
gnostics by predicting drug resistance from a mutation catalogue. We argue
that in the absence of horizontal gene transfer, its slow mutation rate, and
its highly clonal population structure, M. tuberculosis infection is the ideal
arena to pioneer pathogen-genome guided treatment decisions. Although
implementation of personalised TB therapy may seem difficult under pro-
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grammatic conditions, genome-based resistance and outcome prediction
are likely to become feasible for this purpose in the near future. We con-
clude that this will ideally be implemented with additional aspects of per-
sonalised therapy such as therapeutic drug monitoring, use of reliable bio-
markers for diagnosis and treatment monitoring and insights on the phylo-
genetic lineage of the infecting M. tuberculosis complex strain, coupled with
their virulence and transmission properties.

Phenotypic drug susceptibility testing for the two front-line TB drugs
Ethambutol and Pyrazinamide yields unreliable and inaccurate results. In
Chapter 7, we evaluate a clinical recommendation based on a diagnostic
algorithm combining phenotypic susceptibility testing with sequence data
obtained from Sanger sequencing. Sequencing results were validated by
performing whole genome sequencing (WGS) on all isolates. Resistance-
conferring mutations obtained by pncA sequencing correlated with pheno-
typic susceptibility results for Pyrazinamide. In contrast, phenotypic resist-
ance to Ethambutol was only partly explained by mutations in the embB 306
codon. Additional resistance conferring mutations were found by sequen-
cing the embB gene up to codon 479. Further, resistance associated muta-
tions were identified in Ethambutol phenotypically sensitive strains. Thus,
we suggest that Sanger sequencing together with phenotypic drug suscept-
ibility testing should be employed to ensure reliable Ethambutol drug sus-
ceptibility testing enabling clinicians to decide whether they would include
Ethambutol as part of a TB regimen or not.

Part III: Comorbidities

Part III focuses on comorbidities that are associated with TB or along
the treatment of TB that is long and intense in both antimicrobial ther-
apy and hospitalisation. Type 2 diabetes is one example of a disease that
commonly co-occurs with TB. Indeed, changes in the cellular immune re-
sponse and immunometabolism are thought to be responsible for the three-
fold increased risk of diabetics to develop active TB. Therefore, WHO re-
commends bi-directional screening of TB patients for diabetes and vice-
versa. In Chapter 8 we collaborated with an Indian non-governmental-
organization (NGO), Operation ASHA, that serves TB patients in urban
slums in New Delhi. Following a recent recommendation to diagnose dia-
betes among TB patients through a two-step combination of random gluc-
ose testing with point-of-care HbA1C we aimed to evaluate this algorithm
among a difficult-to-reach population. We found that among the 1773 screen-
ed patients, 19% had random glucose plasma values above 6.1 mmol/L and
would need further HbA1C testing according to the two-step diagnostic al-
gorithm which however is not routinely available locally. We conclude that
random glucose testing is feasible in this patient population and needs to be
extended with point-of-care HbA1C testing to reliably diagnose diabetes.
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TB patients are at risk of coinfection with other multi drug-resistant
bacteria, such as those from the Enterobacteriaceae family or other gram-
negatives, because of antimicrobial selection pressure and nosocomial trans-
mission. In Chapter 9, we report on two patients treated for MDR-TB,
whose treatment was complicated by severe sepsis due infection with an
extended spectrum β-lactamase producing organism. During the diagnostic
work-up, the venous access port was identified as the source of infection,
and upon surgical removal and antimicrobial therapy rapid clinical im-
provement was achieved. This report highlights the inherent risks of pro-
longed parenteral drug treatment and hospitalisation for MDR-TB.

The final Chapter 10 is dedicated to the emerging opportunistic patho-
gen Stenotrophomonas maltophilia. Affecting mostly immunosuppressed pa-
tients or those with pre-existing inflammatory conditions such as cystic
fibrosis, this MDR pathogen commonly emanates from patients under multi-
drug antimicrobial regimens. By conducting the largest genomic study
to date of the genus Stenotrophomonas, we show that S. maltophilia groups
into 23 species-like clusters. All but three of these clades harbour isolates
that have infected humans at varying degrees of virulence, and almost all
groups also comprise environmental samples. This alludes to an insidi-
ous process whereby the groups have independently evolved and patho-
adapted to cause both infection and colonisation of the human host.
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Discussion

Sky draped in gray (...) nature
despairing, leaves falling on all
sides like the lost illusions of
youth under the tears of
incurable grief (...) The fir tree,
alone in its vigor, green, stoical
in the midst of this universal
tuberculosis.

Henri Amiel, 1852

The year 2019 marks 137 years past the discovery of M. tuberculosis
as etiologic agent of tuberculosis (TB), 98 years since Bacillus-Calmette-
Guérin was first given to a child, and 74 years after the demonstration
of Streptomycin, the first tuberculocidal drug. In 2019, global TB elimin-
ation is far from reach1. No other single infectious disease has created as
much suffering and informed as many fantasies like tuberculosis (TB). Be-
ing framed as a romantic and lyrical death by contemporary writers and
poets throughout the 19th and 20th century, it reflects the helplessness of
society in face of the misery caused by this disease. For the Swiss philo-
sopher and writer Henri Amiel, TB even emerged as synonym for melan-
choly and desolation, as the rhetoric in his Journal intime intimates. For
Amiel, “universal tuberculosis” refers to a desperate nature symbolised by
grey sky, misty mountains, falling leaves, and “lost illusions (...) under the
tears of incurable grief”2. This metaphoric storytelling of TB percolated far
into the first half of the last century and leaves us wondering how such
terrible disease could be glamorised so grotesquely3.

“We should not close our eyes to the fact that the fight against tubercu-
losis needs quite considerable financial resources. Basically it is only
a question of money.”4

Robert Koch made this infamous statement during his Nobel lecture
in 1905. With the availability of effective antimicrobial therapy half-way
through the last century, TB was lost in oblivion, and so was the funding
for the fight against TB5. The current costs of TB globally are estimated
at US$21 billion annually through losses in productivity, deaths, and in-
vestment in diagnostics, and treatment6. Only in the past 20 years, with
the public health community increasingly recognising the threats of drug-
resistant TB and HIV-coinfection did the funding pattern change5,7,8. New
financing entities in public health like the Bill and Melinda Gates Founda-
tion emerged and not-for-profit organisations like the Tuberculosis Vaccine
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Initiative (TBVI) or Aeras arose to facilitate research and discovery of new
TB vaccines. As a result of these efforts, 14 vaccine candidates currently
fill the M. tuberculosis vaccine development pipeline6. While most candid-
ates are in preclinical or early clinical evaluation, one candidate has entered
phase 3 testing and three candidates are in late phase 2 testing. The WHO
has released preferred product characteristics of a new TB vaccine9. A new
vaccine should manifest 50% or greater efficacy in preventing confirmed
pulmonary TB, provide ten years or more of protection and come along
with a validated correlate of protection. Are these features reasonable in
light of our current understanding of TB vaccine immunology, and also
considering that US$1,25 billion is required to support six critical TB vac-
cine development objectives cited by the Global Plan to End TB 2016-2020?6

It remains irrefutable that an efficient vaccine would be one of the most
cost-effective measures to control TB10. Vaccination of infants at risk or liv-
ing in high-incidence settings with BCG is one of the key components of
WHOs End TB strategy11. Several BCG vaccine sub-strains are available
globally and although unquestionably safe after several billions of doses
administered, its efficacy remains debated12. It seems that the level of
protection conferred by BCG differs between studies and populations ana-
lysed; a systematic review of randomised controlled trials on BCG found
that absence of prior exposure to M. tuberculosis or environmental myco-
bacteria to be associated with enhanced protection13. Among vaccinated
neonates, protection against pulmonary TB was 59% and among children
BCG protected at a level of 74%. Another study systematically reviewed
and analysed available data on the time span of BCG-mediated protection14.
Here, while one study showed no protection at all, efficacy ranged from
44% to 99% in 11 studies investigated with evidence that protection can last
up to 10 years. The authors confirmed that protection varies across popula-
tions to a degree that cannot be attributed to chance alone. Recently, char-
acterisation of the T-cell populations present in BCG-vaccinated children
demonstrated waning central memory immunity over time, which may
support BCG booster vaccinations15. Measuring prevention of infection
by interferon-γ release assay conversion rather than prevention of disease
is an alternative approach to evaluate vaccine efficacy. Roy and colleagues
found 18% efficacy of BCG compared to unvaccinated controls in prevent-
ing infection in vaccinated children through analysis of 14 studies16. Pre-
vious epidemiological analyses suggest that latent infection with M. tuber-
culosis itself is protective of progression to disease17. By reviewing 23 pro-
spective cohort studies of people exposed to TB - prior to the rollout of
preventative treatment for latent TB - it is estimated that individuals with
latent TB have a 79% reduced risk of disease. The hypothesis that a primed
immune response can protect against TB disease was recently corroborated
using a cynomolgus macaques infection model18. The primary infection M.
tuberculosis strain was marked with a unique DNA identifier for differen-
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tiation from the rechallenge strain. Primary or latent infection was found
to significantly reduce granuloma formation and reduce bacillary growth
of the M. tuberculosis challenge strain. Interestingly, primary infection with
TB was found to provide more protection than an experimental vaccine
candidate (protein-boosted BCG vaccine). Apart from primary infection,
a role of the host microbiota in early protection against infection with M.
tuberculosis has been suggested19. Microbial dysbiosis induced by a com-
bination of wide-spectrum antibiotics contributed to lung colonisation by
M. tuberculosis.

A number of novel vaccine candidates have emerged in recent years.
The MVA85A trial was the first large randomised efficacy trial of a vaccine
other than BCG and certainly is a landmark study in the field20. MVA85A, a
modified Vaccinia Ankara virus expressing the important immuno-dominant
M. tuberculosis antigen 85A, was given to nearly 3000 previously BCG--
vaccinated infants. Although its immunogenicity in various preclinical
models had been ascertained, MVA85A did not show any efficacy in re-
ducing TB incidence during the follow-up period of that study20,21. This
finding prominently subverted the paradigm of T-cell mediated immuno-
genicity, for long perceived as prerequisite of TB vaccine efficacy, as valid
correlate of protection. The TB vaccine community has learnt much from
this trial and many follow-up papers and subsequent analysis provided
useful insights into correlates of vaccine-mediated protection22. However,
the development of this vaccine candidate also left a bitter taste as the study
team was accused of selective use of animal data to gain funding and ap-
proval for clinical trials23. Specifically, the study team was charged with
holding back data from a rhesus macaque study, where MVA85A vaccin-
ated animals reached the humane endpoint as rapidly as non-vaccinated
controls24. Three separate panels investigated these complaints and did
not find any scientific or academic misconduct25. Notwithstanding, this
debate underlines the importance of open data sharing and good scientific
practice.

Few years after the MVA85A trial, the second large phase 2 trial of a TB
vaccine candidate was reported26. In this prevention-of-infection trial, 990
healthy, BCG-vaccinated, interferon-γ release assay negative adolescents
were randomised to receive either placebo, H4:IC31 or BCG. H4:IC31 is a
subunit vaccine composed of the two mycobacterial antigens Ag85B and
TB10.4 adjuvanted with IC31. It has shown promising immunogenicity
and safety data throughout its developmental process27,28. Neither BCG
nor the Sanofi-Pasteur-licensed H4:IC31 candidate vaccine were able to
prevent infection with M. tuberculosis, as measured by interferon-γ release
assay conversion. However, BCG averted sustained interferon-γ release
assay conversion with an efficacy of 45.4% compared to 30.5% (H4:IC31),
highlighting that BCG revaccination could help prevent sustained infection
in high-transmission settings. A game-changing discovery was made by
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the M72/ASO1E candidate vaccine study team29. This adjuvanted Glaxo-
SmithKline-licensed subunit vaccine harbours two M. tuberculosis antigens
(Mtb32A and Mtb39A) coupled to the ASO1E adjuvant. Of note, Mtb39A,
or PPE18, is a substrate of the ESX-5 secretion system, as discussed below.
In a randomised, prevention-of-disease trial of nearly 3300 participants in
11 trial sites across the African subcontinent with two years follow-up,
M72/ASO1E displayed 54% (95% CI 2.9 - 78.2) efficacy in protecting in-
dividuals against active TB. Its large confidence interval is partly due to
the number of incident TB cases after 2.3 years of follow up - 10 cases of
active TB in the vaccine group versus 22 cases in the placebo group. Des-
pite the irrefutable contribution to the vaccine field of this first, effective
vaccine candidate it raises the question why no BCG-control arm was in-
cluded. The sheer quantity of participants needed to consummate mean-
ingful numbers of TB cases to answer the primary endpoint is reflective of
the huge financial investment required for advanced clinical testing.

This work contributes a new TB vaccine candidate to the preclinical de-
velopmental portfolio. BCG::ESX-1 Mmar is a recombinant BCG Pasteur
strain that has integrated a large genomic region spanning the esx-1 locus
of M. marinum (Chapter 3). In the past years, several exciting new insights
have emerged on ESX secretion systems and their roles in immunogeni-
city, virulence, and treatment. ESX systems are dedicated to the export
of low molecular weight proteins, discussed at length in Chapter 2. The
rationale behind our vaccine candidate is the substantial role of ESX-1 in
the intracellular life cycle of M. tuberculosis, and the subsequent effects it
potentially exerts in the vaccine context. M. tuberculosis strains devoid of
ESX-1 exhibit reduced growth in macrophages and loss of virulence30, and
the absence of ESX-1 in M. bovis BCG explains much of its attenuation31.
In line with a previous attempt to create ESX-1 competent recombinant
BCG, the addition of this secretion system has profound effects on the in-
tracellular behaviour of the vaccine candidate and impacts both host in-
nate and adaptive immunity32. ESX-1 mediates perforation of the phago-
somal membrane to activate different pathways of innate immunity via the
DNA sensors cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS) and interferon-inducible-
protein-AIM233,34. Using a human monocytic cell line knocked-out for
cGAS we could show that BCG::ESX-1 Mmar, but not BCG control, interacts
with this receptor. As a result, we were able to detect increased inflamma-
some activation as well as type I interferons as quantified by IFN-β, which
was absent in cells infected with ESX-1 deficient strains. Moreover, our vac-
cine candidate BCG::ESX-1 Mmar was able to leave the phagosome as eval-
uated by a fluorescence resonance energy transfer assay coupled to flow
cytometry35. The use of a panel of ESX-substrate-specific T-cell hybrido-
mas linked to fluorescent reporters provided convincing evidence that se-
cretion of ESX substrates is a prerequisite for immunogenicity36. This sup-
ports our interpretation where we linked the observed phenotype of our
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vaccine candidate to the secretion of ESX-1 substrates. Apart from its bio-
logical functions in the macrophage, another interesting role for ESX-1 has
recently been described. Using zebrafish larvae and M. marinum as model
strain, ESX-1 was shown to be essential in mycobacterial crossing of the
blood-brain-barrier through infecting endothelial cells37.

The other ESX system heavily involved in immunogenicity and vir-
ulence of TB is ESX-5. This most recently evolved ESX cluster is responsible
for the export of an abundance of highly polymorphic PE/PPE proteins as
well as the permeability of the mycobacterial outer membrane38,39. These
unique gene families make up around 8% of the M. tuberculosis genome
and are thought to modulate innate immune responses through interac-
tion with toll-like receptors as well as antigenic processing40,41. A cent-
ral role in PE/PPE secretion is taken by ESX-5-secreted PPE38 (Rv2352c),
located in the Region of Difference 5 (RD5) which is absent inM. bovisand
M. bovis BCG42,43. Mutations in this gene were found to abrogate secre-
tion of PE/PPE proteins, a reversible phenotype. Strikingly, ppe38 dele-
tion variants were identified among clinical hypervirulent M. tuberculosis
strains, alluding to a scenario where natural ppe38-deletion mutants are
more successful in causing TB disease, and thereby transmission42. Thus,
apart from its substantial involvement in mycobacterial virulence, ESX-5
also seems to impact virulence. This equally suggests a role for leveraging
ESX-5 biology in vaccines. Since both ppe38 and ESX-5 are necessary for
export of PE/PPE’s, most of these ESX-5 substrates are not secreted by M.
bovis BCG, a natural RD5 mutant and therefore devoid of ppe3842,44. By
genetically complementing BCG with the ppe38 locus Ates and colleagues
demonstrated that neither protective ability against TB challenge nor anti-
genic repertoire were influenced, thereby questioning PE/PPE’s role in vir-
ulence and protective immunity in this model43. In line with this, the vac-
cine candidate strain ∆ppe25-pe19, devoid of all ESX-5-associated pe and
ppe genes, was shown to be highly attenuated45. Reversely, flow cytometry
studies have revealed a protective potential of PE/PPE-specific CD4+ T-
cells against TB challenge46. Another vaccine candidate exploiting the im-
munogenic properties of the PE/PPE family is the adjuvanted single re-
combinant fusion protein ID93 that consolidates four M. tuberculosis anti-
gens including PPE42 (Rv2608)47. In light of the recent findings and the
unclear biological role of PE/PPE’s beyond being immunogenic, however,
use of PE/PPE’s in vaccines should be carefully assessed. Taken together,
manipulating and leveraging ESX-1 or ESX-5 should be addressed in future
TB research. Indeed, the first inhibitors of the major ESX-1 substrate esxA
(or ESAT-6) have been identified by exploiting a fibroblast survival assay48.
The essential nature of both the ESX-3 and ESX-5 systems for the survival
of M. tuberculosis49,50 suggests that Type VII secretion inhibitors could be
promising targets for the development of new classes of TB treatment. An
intriguing speculation would ultimately be the generation of compounds
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able to block multiple ESX systems at the same time thereby subverting
M. tuberculosis virulence and survival, while decreasing the possibilities for
antimicrobial resistance to develop.

Next to prophylactic or boost vaccines, as all of the candidates dis-
cussed before, therapeutic vaccines present an alternative approach. Given
in combination with effective antimicrobial therapy during treatment, the
rationale lies within the generation of pathogen-directed adaptive immune
responses elicited by the therapeutic vaccine51. In Chapter 4, RUTI R© thera-
peutic vaccine was identified as one of the most advanced therapeutic vac-
cine candidates. RUTI R© consists of heat-killed and fragmented M. tubercu-
losis cells grown under stress conditions with the aim to stimulate expres-
sion of proteins present during persistence; thereby mimicking the meta-
bolic state the bacilli are in during treatment52. It has been tested in various
animal models, two in-human trials and exerts strong T-cell responses53-56.
Efficacy in reducing bacillary load in different vaccination context has been
proven in a diverse range of mouse strains55 and guinea-pigs57. A phase II
multi-centre trial in Groningen, Netherlands and several sites in Ukraine
was designed (Chapter 5) to vaccinate 27 pulmonary MDR-TB patients
with RUTI R© after four months of effective chemotherapy as verified by ra-
diological, clinical, and microbiological readouts (ClinicalTrials.gov Identi-
fier NCT02711735). The high mortality rate among MDR-TB patients led us
to select this study population as efficacy signals would be noted most rap-
idly in this setting58. The primary endpoint of this study is safety as eval-
uated by physical examination, recorded adverse events, routine laborat-
ory, and chest radiography. It is instrumental to ensure beneficial response
to antimicrobial therapy to reduce the risk of an exacerbated immune re-
sponse to a minimum. The secondary endpoints are immunogenicity eval-
uation by measuring interferon-γ release in response to a panel of selected
antigens as well as the summative ability of peripheral blood mononuc-
lear cells isolated from patients and controls to hold mycobacterial growth
in check (also known as Mycobacterial Growth Inhibition Assays)59. After
approval by the central Dutch ethics committee on May 1st, 2017, ethical
approval is now underway in Ukraine so that recruitment can start in due
time.

MDR-TB continues its global emergence that caused an estimated 558,000
infections resistant to at least rifampicin in 2017 alone60. Of these infect-
ing isolates, 82% were truly MDR with concomitant resistance to Isoniazid.
About 18% of previously treated TB cases were MDR globally. In coun-
tries of the former Soviet Union, relapsed TB cases (i.e., having received
treatment before) were the majority (>50%) MDR60. This development is
daunting and worrisome alike. Resistances will continue to emerge to any
drugs used as part of treatment regimens, as exemplified by bedaquiline
or delamanid, two drugs only recently approved for MDR-TB treatment, to
which resistance has been described shortly following their introduction61,62.
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Genomics has helped understand the differing capacity of lineages to cause
infection and spread resistance63 while the favourable role of compensat-
ory mutations in transmission success and higher rates of drug-resistance
have recently been elucidated64. A far-reaching finding, however, materi-
alised through the analysis of genotype-phenotype correlations of a data-
set of more than 10,000 M .tuberculosis isolates65. In this study, conducted
by the CRyPTIC Consortium, susceptibility to isoniazid, rifampin, etham-
butol, and pyrazinamide was correctly predicted with 99%, 98.8%, 93.6%,
and 96.8% specificity, respectively. In line with these results, a diagnostic
scenario emerges where phenotypic drug susceptibility testing is no longer
required for genetically pan-susceptible clinical M. tuberculosis isolates, as
the genotype is able to accurately predict the phenotypic sensitivity. Eng-
land has introduced population level WGS surveillance of M. tuberculosis
and will thereby be the first to evaluate genotype-only susceptibility testing
for first-line drugs on a large population-based scale66. In the meantime,
contrary to the excellent susceptibility-predicting specificities for rifampin
and isoniazid by the CRyPTIC consortium, challenges remain in drug sus-
ceptibility testing for other drugs, notably for Ethambutol65,67. Here, an in-
accurate current critical concentration splitting the upper end of the wild-
type distribution is one of the explanations accounting for poor reprodu-
cibility of Ethambutol phenotypic resistance testing68. While an improved
diagnostic algorithm combining phenotypic and genotypic tests, as pro-
posed in this thesis (Chapter 7), might alleviate inconsistent phenotypic
susceptibility tests, the ultimate aim is to completely replace phenotypic
testing by genetics. In such framework, mycobacterial DNA directly se-
quenced from sputum samples will provide full insights into the resistome
of the infecting strain69,70. A prerequisite is a comprehensive list of canon-
ical resistance-conferring mutations; their presence should reliably predict
phenotypic resistance with high sensitivity, and their absence should be
highly specific for phenotypic susceptibility71. This enables the design of
individualised regimens specific to the resistance pattern of the infecting
strain, as summarised in Chapter 6. First evidence suggests that MDR-TB
drug regimens based on molecular versus phenotypic drug susceptibility
testing are accurate72. Together, these innovative approaches around mo-
lecular resistance prediction herald a new era in the diagnosis as well as
personalised treatment of MDR-TB that will contribute to reducing treat-
ment failure and ongoing transmission. However, while genome-based
treatment design will soon be feasible in resource rich, low-incidence coun-
tries, its true success will be measured by how successfully this can be im-
plemented in settings where TB is most prevalent.

In Chapter 8, two hospitalised MDR-TB patients are described who
suffered from blood stream infection with multidrug-resistant gram neg-
ative pathogens. Antimicrobial resistance is a massive problem with yet
unforeseeable repercussions for the decades to come. Data obtained by the
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European Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance Network quantified the
threat posed by antibiotic-resistant bacteria to countries of the European
Union73. In 2015, nearly 430,000 infections with resistant bacteria were
noted in the health care sector accounting for some 33,000 attributable deaths
and some 870,000 disability adjusted life years73. Such comprehensive ana-
lysis hopefully creates the urgency needed for improved control and pre-
vention of this enormous public health threat, as new tools become avail-
able to better visualise and interpret data relevant to antimicrobial steward-
ship74. Intriguingly, the burden of antimicrobial resistance of the pathogens
investigated by Cassini and colleagues is similar to that influenza, TB, and
HIV combined73. This underlines the significance of resistant TB as public
health problem, even more so with MDR-TB being rarely discussed out-
side the TB-field as it affects resource-rich countries only moderately (with
the exception of countries of the former Soviet Union), in contrast to the
emerging and daunting threat imposed by antimicrobial resistance of other
bacterial pathogens.

Only few microorganisms are as heavily equipped with antimicrobial
resistance mechanisms as S. maltophilia75. This opportunistic pathogen has
emerged globally as a multidrug-resistant threat to the immunocomprom-
ised patient population, including patients with pre-existing inflammatory
conditions such as cystic fibrosis. Listed as a WHO priority pathogen, its
panoply of resistance and virulence determinants is reason for concern76.
Intrinsically unaffected by a wide range of antibiotics including carbapenems,
cephalosporins, aminoglycosides, and macrolides, S. maltophilia is often se-
lected during routine antimicrobial therapy in hospitals77. S. maltophilia
can cause a variety of infections, from skin colonisation to invasive blood
stream infection77. Although surveillance data are not routinely collected,
S. maltophilia has been found to be among the top four pathogens linked to
intra-abdominal infections in the Asia-Pacific region78 and among the top
10 causes of pneumonia in Latin America79. It is unclear whether S. malto-
philia is seen among TB patients; 16S rRNA amplification of patient sputum
revealed the presence of S. maltophilia in the lung microbiome of pulmonary
TB patients while none were found in healthy controls80. Trimethoprim-
/sulfamethoxazole (SXT) currently is the front-line drug for S. maltophilia75.
SXT has also been proposed as add-on agent in the treatment of MDR-
TB81,82. Despite small numbers of SXT-resistance today, increasing use of
SXT for other infections including MDR-TB would likely fuel more SXT-
resistance among S. maltophilia83. The case of SXT being used for two MDR
pathogens, M. tuberculosis and S. maltophilia, illustrates that no single dis-
ease can be considered individually as its own entity in prevention and
treatment. TB is a paradigm example of a disease that is very entangled
with other conditions; these include a variety of risk factors but also a list
of side-effects that occur during lengthy treatment, notably for MDR-TB.
We therefore need to stop conceiving TB as its own, delimited disease and
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TB patients while none were found in healthy controls80. Trimethoprim-
/sulfamethoxazole (SXT) currently is the front-line drug for S. maltophilia75.
SXT has also been proposed as add-on agent in the treatment of MDR-
TB81,82. Despite small numbers of SXT-resistance today, increasing use of
SXT for other infections including MDR-TB would likely fuel more SXT-
resistance among S. maltophilia83. The case of SXT being used for two MDR
pathogens, M. tuberculosis and S. maltophilia, illustrates that no single dis-
ease can be considered individually as its own entity in prevention and
treatment. TB is a paradigm example of a disease that is very entangled
with other conditions; these include a variety of risk factors but also a list
of side-effects that occur during lengthy treatment, notably for MDR-TB.
We therefore need to stop conceiving TB as its own, delimited disease and
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start respecting the interconnectedness of different bacterial pathogens and
comorbidities. The example of SXT in MDR-TB and S. maltophilia illustrates
how treatment for one disease may impact another.

Non-communicable diseases like diabetes have increasingly been re-
cognised as important risk factors for TB and poor treatment outcomes.
Diabetes patients are at three-fold increased risk to develop active TB84.
Moreover, the epidemiology of type 2 diabetes is likely to change for the
worse in years to come: prevalence of diabetes has risen from 108 million in
1980 to 422 million in 2014 globally85. The underlying mechanisms are not
yet entirely understood. Systems-immunology approaches have revealed a
higher proportion of neutrophils and inflammation markers in TB patients
with diabetes86. Diabetic patients display worse TB treatment outcomes
and are increasingly affected by drug-resistant strains87. Pharmacokinet-
ics of TB drugs is likely different compared to non-diabetic TB patients88.
Therefore, WHO recommends bi-directional screening for all patients with
TB and diabetes and vice versa89. A simplified, point-of-care diagnostic al-
gorithm as proposed by the TANDEM consortium90 and partly evaluated
in Chapter 9, will help identify missed diabetes cases among TB patients.

Outlook

The title of this academic thesis refers to three major challenges hamper-
ing elimination of TB. These challenges are first, the lack of an effective
vaccine as discussed; second, the continuing emergence of drug-resistance;
and third, the accompanying comorbidities that are associated with TB or
its lengthy treatment. There has never been a better time to improve all as-
pects of prevention, diagnostics, and treatment of TB through joint efforts
in policy making, public health, and research. Since the discovery of its
etiologic agent, M. tuberculosis, TB likely has never had as much public at-
tention as today. The past decades after the emergence of MDR-TB and the
rise of TB-HIV co-infection have dragged TB out of oblivion. This fame-
less publicity has resulted in a United Nations General Assembly High-
Level meeting (UNHLM) on TB held on September 26th, 201891. Since its
inception, UN has held only 4 such High-Level meetings on health (two
on HIV/AIDS, one on non-communicable diseases and one on ebola), il-
lustrating the political significance of such meeting. This reflects that TB
is now back on the highest global health agendas, the place it intelligibly
deserves as one of the oldest and deadliest killers around the world. How-
ever, time will show how this will translate into action. Ministers of the
G20 have declared that developing interventions against TB, including vac-
cines, represents a global health priority92. The resolution adopted during
the UNHLM by the general assembly contains a strong political declaration
and commitment to bold actions to reduce TB-related mortality91. The Sus-
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tainable Development Goal 3 calls to end TB by 2030 and the WHO End TB
strategy aims at reducing the number of TB deaths by 95% by 203511. An
updated “Roadmap towards ending TB in children and adolescents” ad-
dresses the specific challenges of this vulnerable population that have for
too long been neglected93. The rhetoric of these document titles conveys a
spirit of optimism in that ending TB in the coming two decades is feasible.
While this prospect is tempting we ought not lose sight of the many chal-
lenges that remain. In his Nobel lecture, Robert Koch neither discussed his
discovery of M. tuberculosis or his experimental treatments with tuberculin
at length4. Instead, he stressed the role of public health measures and re-
duction of poverty in controlling TB through joint efforts of basic research
with practical approaches.
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